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Summary 

In this document titled “Automatic creation of a worldwide COVID-19 databases repository 
complemented by their structural and content analysis” a prototype is developed to support 
the accuracy analysis of the current COVID-19 databases. This prototype provides a 
visualization which shows the behaviour of the selected databases evolution using a user-
friendly environment. 

COVID pandemic has a worldwide impact. This sanitary crisis is an unprecedented situation 
which forced the respective governments to put in place strong and fluctuating 
measurements to control the pandemic spreading. For the responsible institutions is key to 
have the right data source to place the correct preventing measures. Currently, there is a 
large amount of COVID databases which are not always aligned in terms of data reported.  

The proposed solution is a daily automatization that connects to some of the most used 
databases, downloads and process the data obtained uploading the results and database 
information in a common repository. The data repository stores all information obtained from 
the behaviour analysis implemented on each database together with content provided per 
database. To provide visibility to the analysis performed and show the project possibilities, 
an end user visualization was put in place which represents the analysis evolution 
performed per database and their reported numbers. 

The results obtained can support to analyse and explain discrepancies between databases 
reported information, control structural modifications as well as databases 
decommissioning. The prototype provides room for new use cases evolution by applying 
predictive analysis, etc…. 

Finally, it should be noted the support that the ICTs involvement can provide to acquire the 
SDGs achievements, more specifically with this project the SDG 3.  

 

 

Keywords: COVID-19, database, automatization, data processing, visualization, data 
accuracy, data repository 
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1 Introduction 

Nowadays the whole world is under a critical unprecedented situation caused by COVID-
19 pandemic. Due to the new unknown environment, countries are trying different strategies 
to control and mitigate the consequences. Even if most of countries have several common 
strategies (for example keeping 1.5m safety distance) the overall strategy is specific pers 
country and regions. The regulations are constantly adapting themselves proportionally to 
the pandemic evolution. Main decisions are taken based on the status provided by the 
COVID data available. In such critical situation, the provided data accuracy is key for the 
right crisis management. Now more than ever having the right data is one of the main factors 
to control the pandemic as is the baseline of any decision on the country regulations [1]. 
There are already a lot of databases providing plenty of different important information 
collected from the official publications made by the official governmental organizations [2]. 
This project proposes a different approach to all that already available information, by 
analyzing the DB itself.  
 
In this project we consider that having the right information is key, that is why we decided 
to provide a prototype which analyses the quality of the different COVID-19 DBs and 
provides a general overview on each one of the DB analyzed [3]. The main point of this 
project is taking the most popular and complete DBs used by the different countries for their 
decisions and analyzing the databases itself by implementing an automatized process 
which studies the quality DB parameters and representing the results into a graphical 
interface where the end user can interact with.  

1.1 Objectives 

The main objective of this project is to support the scientific community by providing an 
automatization which could help analyze and clarify if the data considered in the database 
used is filling the quality parameters expected. The project proposal has the following 
objectives to be validated:  

• Analyze and classify the most important and accurate DB that are used 
currently on the COVID-19 data environment user as decision making 
baselines.  
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• Provide an automatic process which analyses the data provided by the DB 
involved according to different calculations to analyze the quality of each DB.  

o Automatic process which accesses each DB on a periodical base [4].  
o Analysis of the DB specifications on different KPI (Key Performance 

Indicator):  
▪ Data Update: this project will analyze the data update 

periodicity for each DB. 
▪ Data format: this project will analyze if the format of the DB is 

modified on a frequent basis.  
▪ Data granularity: this project will analyze and allocate each 

DB on a specific group according to the granularity of the data 
provided. (For example, making a difference between general 
information of each country and detailed information of the 
country) Data.  

▪ Duplicates (tentative): this project will check if the database 
has duplicated data.  

▪ Data integration (tentative): this project will analyze the 
possibility to integrate this data into a major project 
escalation.  

▪ Database comparison: this project is going to perform some 
statistics analysis by crossing the data between the different 
DBS. 

• Collect and represent all the information obtained during the analysis 
providing a data visualization on the obtained results.  

• Creating an end user view which represents the graphs, statistics with the 
results obtained.  

1.1.1 Tasks 

The tasks to perform during this project are already mentioned in the blueprint and detailed 
in the following list:  

• Deep study of the actual pandemic situation in terms of databases 
deployment and technical solutions provided to support the pandemic 
control. 

• Deep study of pain points and strengths of the main databases published 
(data update automatization, format changes which invalidate the DB, data 
missing, historical data, etc…). 

• Project requirement analysis. 
• Design of an automated structure that interconnects different databases for 

quality KPI study.  
• Project development in a small scale by a prototype which has a scalable 

architecture for future development in a big scale. 
• Data results visualization development by a dedicated web view or 

application with a user-friendly view which allows the end users to visualize 
the data status on real-time. 
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1.2 Document Structure 

This manuscript it is structured into several chapters as described in the following list: 
• Chapter 1: In the first chapter a general description of the project is provided 

together with the objectives and their resumed justification. 
• Chapter 2: In the second chapter a detailed analysis of the actual state and 

context of the project environment is presented followed by the current 
solutions implemented analyzing their strengths and weak points for the 
proposal of an accurate solution that this project can improve.  

• Chapter 3: In this chapter all actors involved in the system and their 
responsibilities are described, together with the system requirements and 
restrictions. To finalize this chapter, the different development platforms are 
described as well as the selected platforms for the project deployment 
accordingly to the project requirements.  

• Chapter 4: In the following chapter it is described the design and project 
solution implementation. In the first place an automatic connection to the 
different DB to allow the data extraction, process, and update into the DB 
repository together with the DB analysis data collected during the process 
providing an end user visualization for the results obtained. This chapter 
exposes the project distribution implemented as well as the challenges 
overcome during the development.  

• Chapter 5: This chapter explains the steps to run the project together with 
the testing face implemented to validate project implementation and all the 
requested functionalities are working as expected.  

• Chapter 6: This chapter collects the general budget used for the project as 
well as relative costs for its implementation.  

• Chapter 7: The following chapter is split in two parts. The first part details all 
conclusions obtained during the project deployment, emphasizing on the 
added values which it offers. In another hand the developer also explains the 
personal benefits and overview acquired with this project. The second part 
provides the future deployments analyzed and described but not 
implemented. 

• Chapter 8: The final chapter collects the bibliography used to support the 
analysis and deployment. 

• To finalize this paper, the annexes provide deeper details of the 
implementation and DB used. 
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2 Technological Environment 

This chapter it is going to analyze the current Technological Status of the COVID-19 
pandemic situation and current proposals where technology can support from different 
points of view.  
Nowadays COVID-19 affects the whole world therefore the consequences of this virus are 
extreme, it could be considered that COVID-19 paralyzed the world from different points of 
view. Technology it is supporting the government by providing solutions and support in the 
different environments affected:  
 

• In terms of mobility: since COVID-19 was discovered all different countries 
started applying strong mobility restrictions into national and international 
environments. Thanks to technologies applied COVID-19 tracking 
applications (for example: Corona-Warm-App) appeared to support the 
mobility controls of nationals and international environments [5].  

• In terms of health and deaths rate: COVID-19 spread puts all hospitals 
around the world in extreme oversaturated situations. Technologies also 
support the health system for COVID detection, for example: temperature 
sensors, new COVID testing methods, no invasives, etc... In the last years 
technologies and medicine built a strong collaborative relationship.  

• In terms of economy: since COVID-19 appeared it has blocked the economy 
for some activities such as restaurants, tourism, aviation, social events, 
etc.… To support this environment, new technologies were deployed for 
better support and understanding of the pandemic by providing the latest 
updates, data figures, statistics, and predictions by tracking the historical 
data involving technologies as well as AI, Big Data techniques, IoT etc. 
Thanks to these efforts, governments can better understand and react to the 
pandemic environment. 

• The consequences of the pandemic critical situation are as well impacting 
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) on a severe way 
as it is impacting the possibility to archive each one of the gorals due to the 
restrictions imposed by the governments to slow down the transmission as 
well as the resources available and focused on this objective [6].  
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2.1 State of Art 

Since the end of 2019, beginning of 2020 COVID-19 it is the main point to discuss as well 
as to investigate, therefore many different investigations and initiatives are launched to 
support and control the pandemic from many perspectives (vaccines, detection methods, 
data repository, etc..).  
 
In the following headings there are some investigations realized aligned and focused on the 
scope of this project.  

2.1.1 Scientific research and paper resources already implemented for COVID-19 

• PAHO PAN American Journal of Public Health: official repository with most 
scientific papers till now released in the COVID. “The Pan American Health 
Organization has put together a set of technical guidelines, 
recommendations, scientific publications, and ongoing research protocols 
from the Americas and affected countries worldwide regarding the 
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic” [7]. 

• The papers provided are in a lot of different directions. You can find from the 
different vaccines that almost every country is trying to develop for sarCOID-
19 (for example BioNTech vaccine, which is already in the market [8]), to 
studies that study the mask effectivity or the minimum social distance. 

• European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control: Official European wiki 
which publishes a large variety of papers, publications and databases from 
different countries COVID-19 related [9]. This wiki is public and open for 
everybody's information and use. 

• (ISCIII) Instituto de Salud Carlos III: In order to obtain all different 
publications referring COVID there are already in place specific repositories 
for all projects and initiatives documented as for example in Spain ISCIII 
main page which offers extended information as well as all the projects 
supported for COVID investigation [10]. Specifically, in Spain there is a long 
list of projects that are subvention with the COVID budget like for example 
the ones implemented in the ISCIII institution as well as other private 
institutions such as BBVA which are supporting COVID initiatives which are 
taking advantage of technologies such as “Big Data”, “Machine Learning” 
and “AI” to support the fight against the pandemic [11]: 

 
o “Machine learning models to determine the risk of death or 

intubation”: using the open data from 9000 patients of several 
hospitals in Madrid, this project it is using Machine Learning to 
process all the open data to stabilize correlations between and 
provide statistics on risk of death or intubation by the initial symptoms 
that the patient suffer. 

o “A database that collects all the scientific knowledge about the 
coronavirus”: This project builds a database with all the scientific 
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papers related COVID-19 analysis, currently has more than 100.000 
papers in the DB. The purpose of this DB is for interaction and 
integration of knowledge for example: to provide effective substitutes 
medicines in case that the hospital does not count with a specific one. 

o “Data Sciences in the fight against COVID-19: mobility, 
epidemiological models, predictive models and citizen science”: 
using the mobile prone data this project it is going to track the citizens 
mobility and analyze the real impact of the confinement in the 
different geographical areas. 

2.1.2 COVID-19 Data Sources and visualizations already in place 

For the purpose of this project, there are large communities working at the same time into 
different projects using official public data published by the different governments and 
creating specific databases and visualizations (national, international, and worldwide data 
overviews scope). Almost each organization has its own visualization in place.  All data 
published by the different authorities is public and everybody can have access to it, where 
it is possible to find from general overview of daily cases to more detailed information such 
as number of vaccines per day, deaths recoveries, tests used etc.…  
 
In this project we collect a resumed description of the main and more important DB currently 
existing in place:  
 

• “COVID-19 Data Repository by the Center for Systems Science and 
Engineering (CSSE) at Johns Hopkins University”: It is a worldwide DB which 
collects the information and latest COVID updates from the different 
countries Figure 1. Probably one of the most used DB visualizations, with a 
daily data update. Analyzing the data source points for this DB, we can 
realize that this DB has very detailed USA information while in other 
countries such as France, Germany they just count with General numbers 
[12]. To display the information collected in the project they have a functional 
and detailed dashboard where all the information is shown [13]. 
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Figure 1. COVID-19 Dashboard by CSSE at Johns Hopkins University 

 
• EU open data source: This platform provides the COVID-19 worldwide cases 

every day. This data source is open data, and it provides a massive daily 
update of each country's basic COVID information. This platform also has its 
own visualization layer using their own dashboard. As a negative point this 
DB offers information on a high level therefore no details are published [14]. 

• MoMo Spanish data: platform that publishes all data related to deaths 
caused by COVID-19; the data is updated daily. Figure 2 platform also allows 
the possibility to download and work with the data for other projects and 
purposes [15]. 

 

 
Figure 2. COVID-19 MoMo data visualization 

 
• ECDC COVID-19: The ECDC (European Centre for Disease Prevention and 

Control) provides interactional maps which provides visibility per countries in 
several indicators in Europe and UK. This data repository offers the data 
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source as well as a daily updated visualization in Figure 3 about the 
movement restrictions in the EU (European Union) and UK [16]. 

 

 
Figure 3. COVID-19 ECDC data visualization 

 
• The COVID Tracking: This platform provides daily all COVID data detailed 

for US country data scope and each one of their states. Into this platform 
data from different official sources as well as has its own visualization [17].  

 

 
Figure 4. COVID-19 Tracking platform data visualization 
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• Data on testing for COVID-19 by week and country: “The figures displayed 
for weekly testing rate and weekly test positivity are based on multiple data 
sources. The main source is data submitted by Member States to the 
European Surveillance System (TESSy), however, when not available, 
ECDC compiles data from public online sources. EU/EEA Member States 
report in TESSy all tests performed (i.e., both PCR and antigen tests)” [18]. 

• ISCIII “Instituto de Salud Carlos III” database: The ISCIII institution is also 
providing the COVID data overview for Spain territory scope on a daily basis. 
Figure 5 platform provides the data source used as well as its own interactive 
visualization [19]. 

 

 
Figure 5. COVID-19  ISCIII data visualization 

 
• GitHub COVID-19 official Spain dataset: dataset that is collecting Spanish 

COVID data from different sources as ISCIII and specific pages from 
different autonomous communities to complete the visualization provided by 
ISCIII institution [20]. 

• DATADISTA Covid-19 Dataset: GitHub project created DATADISTA but 
also shared as open data with a daily update. This platform scope covers 
Spanish territory and provides the dataset collected from different official 
platforms where the ministry publishes all COVID data records [21]. 

• Datahub COVID: This data repository developed a unified worldwide dataset 
file-grained with detailed data not just on general information but also on 
restrictions per countries to better understand the pandemic. This data 
source doesn’t have a visualization implemented; it is mainly offering to the 
different users, raw data accessible on different formats for its further usage 
[22].  

• WHO (World Health Organization) Coronavirus database: worldwide 
database with its own visualization in Figure 6 which provides worldwide 
numbers as well as a drill down possibility per country in terms of COVID-19 
cases, deaths, and vaccination process [23].  
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Figure 6. WHO COVID-19 visualization 

 
• Denmark COVID Database: GitHub repository which contains a dedicated 

database specific for COVID-19 information in Denmark. This data repository 
contains Staten’s Serum Institute (SSI), an institution under the auspices of 
the Danish Ministry of Health data as source of truth [24.] 

• France COVID Database: as the official data provided by the French state is 
very fragmented and not well structured, this GitHub repository provides a 
clear view on the French COVID-19 evolution providing easily accessed 
structured data [25]. 

• Poland COVID Database: GitHub repository where the data published by the 
Polish authorities is collected and provided into a structured way for its 
further use in analysis. The disadvantage of this database repository is that 
since June 2020 it is not maintained and updated [26]. 

• Coronavirus Source Data: open-source data which relies on data from Johns 
Hopkins University. It provides a daily update by country on a general 
country overview situation in terms of COVID [27]. This data source as well 
has dedicated pages per country with basic graphs visualizations as for 
example South Africa covid data visualization as shown in Figure 7 [28].  
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Figure 7. South Africa COVID-10 data visualization 

 
• Venezuela COVID DB: as part of the full dataset offered by the Occupational 

Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), Venezuela offers a daily 
publication update on the COVID situation [29] 

• Ecuador COVID DB: Ecuador provides a dedicated visualization as well of 
the COVID pandemic in the country. As we can appreciate in the following 
image. This data provider has not updated the data since August 2020. On 
another hand there is no data source provided for open use [30].   

 

 
Figure 8. Ecuador COVID-19 data visualization 
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• Argentina COVID DB: Argentina as well has its own GitHub dedicated 
COVID database which is open source and provided on a daily basis. The 
issue with this database is that as with Ecuador, they stopped updating it a 
few months ago, therefore it is not maintained anymore [31].  

2.2 Problems detected in the current proposals 

Analyzing open data sources already existing, the next weak points were founded: 
• Large amount of data source: in the chapter 2.1 are collected just a few of 

the COVID data sources available, but there are much more than the 
selected ones. Having such a large amount of data source and points of truth 
(examples where: the DB it is based on data coming from another DB 
repository, from official governmental sources or even from social networks 
publications such as Twitter publications) can as well confuse the end user. 

o The user must analyze and access several DB to complete the 
information that is looking for, which DB it is the right for which 
exercise. 

o The user is confused on which figure is the right figure one while two 
DB shows different numbers.  

• Database format modifications: as this subject works with real time changes 
and constant data update it is mandatory to ensure that the data source used 
is up to date and contains the right figures. It is very frequent to have changes 
on the structure of the DB and constantly adapt it to the new requirements 
therefore all implementations based on the DB structure as well need to be 
modified, which request a constant administration process on all platforms, 
as well as for their private use purpose and macros.  

• Data update: on some occasions the databases are not updated on time or 
do not contain the full scope data expected, which increases the data quality 
provided to the users as well as the trust on the platform figures.  

• Decommissioned databases: some platforms and data sources at certain 
points stop being maintained therefore they are decommissioned, which 
impacts all platforms and projects based on their data and forcing the end 
user to research for another source of truth which can use and create a new 
project.  

 
The Annex A at the end of this paper, contains more detailed information regarding the DB 
selected for the purpose of this project. 
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3 Specifications and design restrictions 

3.1 Project Initiative 

After realizing an exhaustive analysis of the actual situation together with the current 
solutions in place some weak points were found which can be improved, increasing the data 
reliability from the end users to better take the right decisions. 

A first proposal to support this action is to consolidate the user's trust in the data provided 
and used for its research, ensuring that the database it is providing the right values as a 
unique point of truth.  

A second proposal is to support the end user by providing a unique point of access to the 
data, saving time on finding the right database. Currently there is an extensive COVID-19 
database backlog which can be used as it was exposed in the second chapter, but it takes 
time to find the right database for each user purpose. Having a unique point of entry can 
save a lot of time in terms of researching the right and accurate database for each user 
scope.  

The main objective of this project is supporting and providing added value to improve the 
current solutions (not substituting them) by providing a new approach to minimize the weak 
points found in the previous analysis.  

3.2 Identified Actors 

In the proposed model for this project the actors identified are the following: 

 
• Health system personal. 
• Governmental institutions personal. 
• Companies personal. 
• Every Human being. 
• COVID DB owners. 
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To explain this user’s selection, a functional and competencies requirements analysis for 
each one of the involved actors it is involved in the model:  

• Health system: In the healthcare system all implicated are actors involved in 
this project. From the health ministry integration of each country to doctors 
and patients, all are impacted for the pandemic development. These users 
have different purposes for analyzing this data:  

o Patients: will access this data to review the status of the pandemic 
as well as how critical it is the situation to have a better understanding 
on which hospitals are more indicated to attend as well as restrictions 
imposed.  

o Doctors: doctors play a critical rule in this situation and for them it is 
important to updated for activities as the following: 

▪ Access this data to review current situations. 
▪ Access the data to validate the number provided for their 

hospital. 
▪ Access the data to reorganize patients in between hospitals. 
▪ Access the data to be aware about the last policies updates. 

o Institution responsible: the institution responsible has a key role, as 
its decisions impact the rest of actors. Data quality is crucial as it 
oversees taking decisions based on the data (and the governmental 
regulation) for the pandemic management in the institution.  

• Governmental institutions: all governmental institutions from the different 
countries are the ones ruling their countries, therefore their mission is to take 
care of their country and take the right decisions to mitigate the pandemic 
consequences, decisions based on COVID data inputs and status. For this 
exercise it is key to have a general worldwide overview where data is shown 
from different perspectives (incidences, deaths, restrictions, hospitalizations, 
vaccine status, etc...). To better support this exercise, a unique point of 
access to the different perspectives databases is needed.  

• Companies: almost all companies were impacted by the pandemic (in a 
positive or negative way). Companies are impacted by pandemic evolution 
which forces them to make decisions based on it. For example: flying 
companies are interested in a worldwide way COVID pandemic evolution to 
adapt their flying destinations and frequency to avoid losses.  

• Every human being: The current pandemic situation it is affecting worldwide, 
everybody is affected or impacted by this pandemic situation, therefore it 
could be said that the actors involved in this project can be any user who is 
interested in being informed on the topic and restrictions for the countries. 
For example: a user is interested in traveling to another country, then he 
needs to know if movements are allowed and their restrictions. 

• COVID DB owners: the different owners of the DB proposed need to ensure 
that the data provided is right and used, to do not lose their users.   

 
For the technical implementation of this project are considered several actors with different 
responsibilities here described:  
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• End User: it is the final consumer of this project. As this data is open and 
shared with everybody via open sources. Any user is allowed to access the 
platform as well as the data provided. Any user is allowed to benefit from the 
data provided for their different purposes. In the end user platform, the users 
can: access each one of the DB integrated, verify the updated periodicity, 
verify the structural modifications of the DB; and finally, the users can benefit 
from statistics and reports provided to study into details the data.  

• Admin User: It oversees selecting the automatization to start as well as 
monitor the different executions to ensure that the data provided to the end 
user is the correct and expected one. The admin user also has the right to 
perform and modify the visualization as well as create new visualization that 
are adapted to end user’s requirements. 

• System: It oversees creating all the automated actions in the background as 
well as informing about the different status per process to the other actors. 

3.3 System Requirements 

This project main objective is not to create a new database, there are already in place great 
visualizations for COVID-19 data as exposed in the chapter two. This prototype is focused 
on analyzing and representing the behavior of the databases already in place and providing 
a common databases repository for their analysis and extraction. 

 The project must fill the following system requirements:  

 
• The first requirement of this initiative is to analyze the existing databases and 

select the best databases available today whose automatization can be 
adapted to the project requirements and restrictions integrating them into a 
common repository. 

o The database is public and allows users to extract/use their data for 
different purposes. 

o The database can be accessed by link to facilitate the automatic data 
extraction. 

o The database provides the data displayed into a processable format.  
• Automatize the data extraction process from the DB selected specifically for 

each DB particular case if needed. 
• Adapt and process the data respecting their original format. 
• Create a common data repository which collects all the databases selected.  
• Automatic update on the data repository on a stabilized frequency (for 

example, daily) adding the new data provided by the different source of data 
together with the KPI analysis performed. 

• Collect information of the databases selected behavior, analyzing there: DB 
structure, the DB frequency updates, data granularity, etc. 

• Analyze the stability and effectivity of the databases selected providing 
visibility on the analyzed information. 

• Create an initialization view which allow the full automatization to start from 
a unique point and preparing it for the implementation into a server. 
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• Create an admin visualization which allows the actor to visualize the 
complete process status as well as debug and treat independently each 
database if necessary. 

• Create an end user visualization accessible by two different roles: Admin 
user and End user, which reflects the project results: 

• End User: 
o From this visualization the user can monitor which databases are up-

to-date and still operatives and which are under risk of being 
obsolete.  

o From this repository the user is as well able to compare the different 
values provided by the databases. 

o This repository it is a unique point of entry the for the end user, from 
here the user can access the specific databases if it is required. 

o The end user can download the data reported in the interface. 
• Admin User:  

o Admin user has all End User rights. 
o Admin user can create, edit, and delete reports which afterwards are 

provided to the End users. 

3.4 Proposed Architecture Model 

In this chapter the architecture and model expected are described and analyzed into detail, 
from different points of view and perspectives. Starts shortly describing the general 
architecture, continues by a more detailed proposal on the process automatization and data 
storage and finishes by providing an overall user visualization.  

3.4.1 General Architecture Model Overview 

The solution proposed has the following architecture:  

• Automatic data aggregation: This process manages the right: extraction, 
data adaption, data processing and data update of the different databases 
selected. This process is monitored by the admin user who oversees 
controlling and ensuring that the automatization is running properly.  

• Data storage and process: in this part of the process the data is stored for 
all databases involved, allowing the further KPI calculations. Additionally, in 
this face the system must ensure the right level of security for all sensitive 
data stored.  

• End user view: platform provided to the different project users where the 
visualizations provided show the project analyzed results.  
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Figure 9. General Architecture overview 

 

3.4.2 Automatic Data Process Aggregation 

Figure 10 explains step by step the automatized process which enables the data extraction 
and integration into the data repository. The automatization can classify and treat 
accordingly every type of database defined. There are two types of databases:  

• Massive: the database is updated into a massive file, meaning that all the 
updates are added to the same file, having very large amounts of data on 
each DB.  

• Daily: the database provides a daily dedicated file of data, where the data 
source is split into daily files.  

 
Figure 10. Automatic data process aggregation 
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3.4.3 Data Storage and Processing 

All databases selected are integrated into a common data repository together with the data 
obtained from the overall data process of each database. The data is processed and 
adapted for its interaction in between databases.   

 
Figure 11. Data storage and process overview 

 

3.4.4 End user visualization 

Figure 12 represents the general end user visualization. The users are able to access the 
data repository, having visibility on all KPI considered in the project, with some statistical 
references on the data, as well as the possibility to access the different databases from a 
unique access point.  
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Figure 12. End user visualization 

 

3.5 System Restrictions 

The following chapter establishes the system implementation restrictions. This chapter 
collects all functionalities which this project is not going to cover.   

• This project is not going to implement a securitization process for the 
automatic data download process as well as any additional security 
implementations which are not provided by default by the platforms 
implemented.  

• Data Duplicates: this project will not automatically analyze if the data has 
duplicates between different databases. 

• Data integration: this project will not prepare any further development which 
will facilitate a major project escalation.  

• AI: This project is not going to implement any AI (Artificial Intelligence) data 
process with machine learning tools to obtain data behavior predictions.   

• This project is not going to place the automatization into a dedicated server.  
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3.6 Use-cases Diagrams 

The following use-cases diagram shown in Figure 13 gives a graphic overview of the actors 
involved in this project and their specific activities: 

 

 
Figure 13. Use-cases diagram 

 

3.7 Activity diagrams 

To explain the operational workflow of the project the following activity diagram reflects the 
automatization process step by step:  
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Figure 14. Automatization activity diagram 

 

3.8 Sequence Diagrams 

To explain the interaction between the different objects, the following sequence diagrams 
are presented. The figures specify the interactions on the different activities as well as the 
order occurrence for every scenario.  

3.8.1 Admin User successful activity 

The following figure represents the sequences implemented when the admin user accesses 
the admin user interface and launches the process. This first scenario represents the 
successful iteration of the automatization.  
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Figure 15. Admin user, successful activity, sequence diagram 

 

3.8.2 Admin user automatization download error 

Figure 16 represents a scenario where the automatization launched by the admin user fails. 
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Figure 16. Admin user failed download, sequence diagram 

3.8.3 Admin User automatization data process error 

Figure 17 represents a scenario where the automatization has a successful download, but 
the automatic data process fails. 

 

Figure 17. Admin user failed data process, sequence diagram 
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3.8.4 Admin user automatization database connection error 

Figure 18 represents a scenario where the automatization fails due to the connection to the 
data repository.  

 
Figure 18. Admin user failed database connection, sequence diagram 

 

3.8.5 Admin user automatization insert data failure 

Figure 19 represents the sequence when the automatization fails due to the data ingestion 
in the data repository. This failure can be due to changes on the database source, 
duplicated data, etc.… The automatization has collected the error and informs the admin 
user for its posterior treatment to adapt and correct the automatization. 
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Figure 19. Admin user data ingestion failure 

 

3.8.6 Admin user activities using end-user interface 

The following scenario represents the sequences when the admin user follows its activities 
in the end user interface.  
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Figure 20. Admin user access to end-user interface, sequence diagram 

 

3.8.7 End user scenario 

The next scenario represents the end-user access to the specific interface and 
implementing their activities.  
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Figure 21. End user access, sequence diagram 

 

3.9 Tools available for the project deployment 

For the deployment of this project there are a lot of options and possibilities which can 
provide a strong baseline for the implementation  

In terms of databases that can be used, it was analyzed similar developments and the 
databases used for their specific deployment, there are much more options not mentioned 
but here is describer the considered for this project:  

• Relational DB: 
o MySQL. 
o Microsoft Access. 
o PostgreSQL. 
o ORACLE. 

• Non-Relational: 
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o MongoDB. 
o Redis. 
o Raven DB. 
o Neo4j. 
o Azure Cosmos DB. 

 
In terms of platform which can support a project automatization and used in similar initiatives 
and projects where databases management is involved as well, several options where 
analyzed:  

• Analyzing the different deployment platforms available: 
o Ajax. 
o Hadoop. 
o XAMPP. 
o Azure. 

• Analyzing the different development languages which better fit the project 
perspectives: 

o PHP. 
o JSON. 
o PlantUML. 
o R. 
o Python. 
o Elasticsearch SQL. 

Additionally, techniques in Big Data, Machine learning and AI can be applied to the data 
repository to obtain further estimations and trending predictions.  

To provide the right visualization of the project to the users several platforms and tools were 
analyzed, considering there: versatility, accessibility, simplicity, compatibility with the 
different development languages and platforms, open-source platforms etc....  

The following tolls were analyzed and considered to this project:   

• Tableau. 
• Admin templates. 
• Qlik. 
• Google Charts. 
• Data Wrappers. 
• Azure. 

3.10 Development selection 

After a detailed analysis analyzing the different possibilities before exposed, the following 
development scenario is going to be used for this implementation: 

 
• XAMPP: is an open-source Cross Platform which is compatible with Apache, 

MySQL, PHP, etc.… [40]. XAMPP is a simple autonomous platform which is 
compatible with multiple platforms and extensive documentation for user 
support, therefore is the selected for the project implementation. 
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• MySQL: As explained before, MySQL is the most used and recognized 
RDBMS database, due its stability, prestation’s, data processing speed, 
security, and compatibility. This server can afford the instantaneous 
interaction on the database of different environments as users.  

• PHP: as a web scripting programming language is stable, powerful with an 
increasing speed. PHP can support the project on all its faces:  

o Automatization deployment: PHP can read all information provided 
from the different databases published online, store it, and process 
it. 

o MySQL connection and data exploration: PHP allows connections to 
databases and queries implementations as well as the database 
management. 

o Data visualization implementation: PHP is a web scripting 
programing language, can combine all steps explained before and 
build a visualization representing the project results [41]. 

• Admin LTE for the visualization layer: Admin LTE is a predesigned theme for 
data visualization. It is developed in PHP and HTML and provides the 
developer a template to follow and adapt to build his own visualization for 
the project, which is a huge time saver.  

• Tableau: Tableau is a visual analytics platform transforming the way we use 
data to solve problems. The main benefit of Tableau is that is capable to 
connect and pull data from any platform as: Excel, ORACLE, MySQL, etc.… 
[41]. 

3.11 Project Plan  

The project is going to be developed using a Project mode planning with periodical meetings 
to review the progress and provide support on the different steps of deployment during the 
project life which are detailed in the Figure 22. 
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Figure 22. Project planning 

 

 The development time stipulated for the project is around 420 hours split in around 4, 5 
months.  
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4 Proposal description 

This chapter describes the solution proposed to support and mitigate the main weak points 
found in the previous chapters.  

4.1 Data Source Selected  

For the implementation of this prototype, some of the most impacting and important COVID-
19 databases were selected. In this project nine different databases are considered with 
different scope of data, update periods and specific structures: 

Worldwide databases: 

•  UE Open Files COVID database. 
• COVID Datahub database. 
• CSSE COVID database. 
• WHO COVID database. 

National databases: 

• Spain COVID database. 
• US COVID Tracking database. 
• Denmark COVID database. 
• France COVID database. 
• Poland COVID database. 

Annex A collect all detailed information about the databases selected and analyzed 
(description, structure, frequency update, data scope, etc...) for this prototype. 

4.2 General Architecture 

This subchapter details the general architecture of the prototype, using components 
diagrams, class diagrams and data repository tables interaction to explain the prototype 
interaction from different points of view.  
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4.2.1 Components diagram  

Figure 23 shows the following component diagram that explains the interaction in between 
the different components interfering in the prototype: 

• Automatic process component extracts the data from the different 
databases, processes it and provides the results to the database repository. 
This component was deployed in PHP using MySQL for the database 
connection and management. 

• Admin-view component initializes and monitors the automatization, from 
here the monitoring status is provided. This component is accessed by the 
admin user. The component was deployed in PHP.   

• User-view provides a data visualization understandable for the end user. 
This component is accessed by admin user and end user actors. The 
component was deployed in PHP using MySQL for the database connection 
and queries.  

 

Figure 23. Architecture components diagrams 

4.2.2 Resumed Class Diagram 

The Figure 24 represents the resumed class diagram to be implemented in this prototype 
and their interconnection between them.  
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Figure 24. Resumed Class diagram 

4.2.3 Database tables relation 

In this data repository can be funded three different types of tables, as represented in the 
following figure :  

• Green: represents the user table, this table collects all information about the 
users registered and allowed to access the reports. This table is completely 
independent from the other ones, therefore there is no connection between 
them.  

• Orange: tables created for the databases monitoring, the functional 
information of each database as well as status is aggregated into these 
databases when the different databases are analyzed and updated.  

• Purple: into this tables all information obtained for the respective databases 
are stored (one table per database). 

The orange and purple tables are all of them interconnected by the “DB_ID” field, each 
database has assigned a unique DB_ID (database Identification), in that way it is possible 
to properly allocate the analysis to each DB.  
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Figure 25. COVID-19 repository database tables interaction 

Annex A collect detailed information about the different databases integrated in the data 
repository. 

Annex B collects detailed information about the different tables created for the database 
status tracking.  

4.3 Physical System Structure  

For this prototype implementation a computer with a Windows operating system was used. 
Figure 26 reflects the architecture implemented: 

• The automatic process downloads, process and update the data 
automatically in the database repository (physically stored in the computer) 

• The admin view allows the admin user to start the automatization and 
monitor the process status, access implemented via “localhost”. 
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• The end-user view facilitates the data representation and visualization to all 
users, access implemented via “localhost”. 

 

 
Figure 26. General architecture overview implementation 

 
As databases are being constantly updated (data and structure,) this project requires the 
existence of the admin user for the process monitoring to ensure that the dataflow is 
correctly implemented. On the other hand, to properly visualize the data and outcomes, is 
necessary to have an end user view where all analyses are represented. 

4.4 Development problems 

During the project deployment several challenges to overcome appeared, the main ones 
are the following:  

• Environment adaptability. 
• Download and data process automatization. 
• Constant database’s structure and format modifications. 
• Databases not maintained. 

4.4.1 Environment adaptability 

In terms of data source adaptability, finding the right information was a real challenge as 
COVID is over documented, which means that choosing the right source of data that can 
be adapted and trusted is very time consuming.  

Regarding the technical environment, MySQL and PHP are traditional environments 
already studied during the bachelor’s degree, therefore no adaptability period required. The 
main challenge suffered with these two different languages is to be able to combine both 
together with AJAX for the automatization process, visualization, and process management. 
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4.4.2 Adapt the automatic extraction specifically per each database  

As already mentioned, each database has its own update process according to several 
points of view:  

• Update period: the database refresh period is specific per database which 
force the development to consider all different possibilities into account for 
the right implementation.  

• Structure: the deployment of the prototype must adapt specifically to each 
database structure which is unique. 

• Special characters management: during the development, the correct 
treatment of the special characters extracted from the data source that are 
contaminating the data is key to obtain the expected results. 

• Update strategy: some databases are updated in a massive way (the new 
data included from the new updates is added to the historical data), some on 
a daily file (the database publishes just the daily information on the file 
provided by always accessing the same link or on daily specific links), this 
provides an added development challenge as the treatment and data 
ingestion must be prepared per specific database type. 

The sum of the mentioned factors supposes a development challenge as all possible 
variables must be considered in the development in advance and predict the 
implementation possible for future changes.  

4.4.3 Constant database format modifications  

During the implementation period, frequent structural modifications were observed, which 
were forcing the development to be readapted to the new structure to allow the correct 
extraction and data process. This situation reinforces the importance of the admin user 
during the run mode. 

4.4.4 Databases not maintained 

The constant structural changes in the databases as well as the decommissioning of the 
databases makes some of the databases obsolete before the project development is 
finished.  

In this case, very important databases such as the UE open files database or the US 
database stopped providing new updates, which makes them, and projects based on them 
obsolete for daily use.  
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5 Results 

This chapter details a short user guide to support the platform preparation, it also details 
the tests implemented for the project validation together with additional comments on the 
project response and achievements.  

5.1 Environment Configuration 

It is very important to correctly install the environment for the project. In this case the 
prototype was implemented in a Windows environment, therefore the requirements are:  

• Windows system computer (Windows 10 recommended). 
• Download and configure the environment by downloading and configuring 

XAMPP (MySQL is integrated).  
• Place the project folder in the right directory “C:\xampp\htdocs” in this case. 
• Open “xampp-control.exe” and initialize Apache and MySQL, as shown in 

the following figure: 

 
Figure 27. XAMPP Control Panel initialization 

 
• Open you google browser and type: “http://localhost/phpmyadmin/” to 

access MySQL. 
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• Import the DB “reportcovid” provided with the project (to have the correct 
MySQL table’s structure). 

• For enabling the visualization deployed in Tableau to have the following 
steps are required:  

o Download the app from the official site. 
o Open the desktop application and open the “ReportCovid.twb” 

archive provided. 
o Connect to the database to allow real time data: Tableau allows a 

real time connection to the database by connecting the application to 
the database introducing the requested information: username (“root” 
in this case) and password (in this case no password requested). 

o Visualize the history provided with all calculations implemented. 

 
After the initial steps, the platform is ready for the run mode.  

5.2 Project Run 

This prototype has different views implemented, with functionality already explained in the 
previous chapters: 

• Admin view: for the end user automatization management, there are two 
different admin views available accessible for the admin user detailed in the 
next sub-chapters. 

• End User view: for the admin and end user final data access there are also 
two different visualizations implemented which are detailed in the following 
sub-chapters. 

5.2.1 Admin view visualization 

As already mentioned, there are two different visualizations for the admin view which 
provides specific benefits for the prototype. 

5.2.1.1 Full Run script 

The first admin view provided is a basic script placed in the windows server for its periodical 
daily. This script is launched every day at 6pm stating the full automatization process chain. 
Once the process finalized, the results are saved on a HTML page in the project repository.  

From this visualization the admin user can have the general overview on the automatization 
process as well as being informed in case of any error during the process chain for its 
posterior treatment. Figure 28 represents the expected results while launching the script 
and having successful results.  
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Figure 28. Full run script initialization 

 
5.2.1.2 Detailed amin view management 

By accessing “http://localhost/ReportCovid/” using a google browser, the admin should be 
able to visualize the following page here represented, where all integrated databases are 
prepared for their automatic process to start individually.  

 

 
Figure 29. Detailed Admin view management 

The detailed admin view management is key for the project run mode, taking into account 
the number of changes that the different databases suffered during the development having 
a dedicated platform which allows the admin user to debug and launch the individual refresh 
and monitoring. 
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5.2.2  End User view 

 

As already mentioned, there are two different end user’s visualization.  

• General end user view:  the general visualization is accessible by all users 
and does not requires any additional licenses to be visualized.  

• Detailed analysis end user view: As php has limitations to provide a most 
accurate and exhaustive analysis and data representation of the results as 
well as explore the different capabilities that this project has for the future a 
more accurate solution in line with the expectations is required. This 
visualization requires from an initial environment configuration explained in 
the chapter 5.1.  

5.2.2.1 General end user view 

By typing the following link in your google browser 
“http://localhost/reportCovid/backend/admin/dashboard/login.php” the user should be able 
to visualize the following page:  

 

 

Figure 30. Login view 

 

After successful login, the user should already be able to access the final view to visualize 
the results.  
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Figure 31. General End user view 

As appreciated in Figure 31 the General end user view provides a general overview on the 
project. From this visualization the user can monitor the number of databases considered 
in the project, the number of databases that are updated in the current day as well as the 
databases that are under risk (databases that are not updated according to their schedule; 
therefore, they are under risk of being decommissioned).  

In this initial view the user can also see the number of total lines available per database. 
Additionally, the user has the possibility to access each database data independently and 
extract the data. In this visualization the databases repository is implemented.  

5.2.2.2 Detailed analysis end user view 

To provide a most accurate view on the possibilities that the data integrated in the COVID 
repository has, an additional visualization was created.  

Once the environment is prepared as explained in the chapter 5.1 and the “ReportCovid” 
workbook is open, the access of the prepared analysis is ready.  

By accessing the “ReportCovid” history the user will be able to appreciate the different 
visualizations and data provided. The visualization has four different pages with different 
use cases that will be explained in the next sub-chapters in detail.  

 

 

Figure 32. Tableau visualization overview 
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5.3 Tests  

To confirm that the prototype works correctly, the following test cases were implemented 
for the different defined users:  

5.3.1 Admin user test cases 

• Access Admin user view: it is working properly as illustrated in the figure 28. 
• Access End user view with admin rights: it is working properly as illustrated 

in Figure 33:  
 

 

Figure 33. Access end user view with admin rights 

 

• Automatization process management success: this test case analyzes the 
results while updating a database correctly:  

 

Figure 34. Automatization success 

To see that the database was correctly updated, and the information was introduced in the 
database as represented in Figure 35 from the table collecting all databases updates. 
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Figure 35. Updates records 

 

• Automatization process management error: this test case analyzes the 
results while the database updates go wrong:  

As reflected in Figure 36, the update provides an error message because the admin user is 
trying to download a date which is not available yet or structural changes were performed 
in the database.  

 

Figure 36. Automatic process error 

To validate this statement, Figure 37 shows the structural modification in the database 
detected:  

 

 

Figure 37. DB structural records 

Database visualization and management: this use-case analyze that the different 
functionalities for the admin work as expected in the end user view:  

The user can have visibility on the update’s status:  

• The user can have visibility on the updated databases:  
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Figure 38. List updates databases 

• The user can have visibility on the databases under alarm: 

 

Figure 39. DB under alarm list 

 

• The user can edit the databases and dashboard information: 

 

Figure 40. Manage DB entries admin user. 
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5.3.2 General end user test cases 

• Access end user view with end user rights:  

 

 
Figure 41. Access end user view with end user rights 

 
• The user can have visibility on the updated databases:  

 

Figure 42. List updated databases 

 

• The user has visibility on the databases under alarm: 
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Figure 43. DB under alarm list 

 

• The user can’t edit the databases and dashboard information: 

 

Figure 44. Manage database entries end user 

 

• The user can download the full database on different formats: 
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Figure 45. Export data 

 

• The user can visualize statistical information about the selected country and 
period. Figure 46, confirms that for the selected country the same information 
is informed in the different databases.  

 

 

Figure 46. Country statistical information 
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5.3.3 Detailed analysis end user view test cases 

5.3.3.1 General analysis sheet 

Figure 47 shows the nine considered databases in the project with the average number of 
countries analyzed on their specific databases.  

• WHO database considers 237 independent territories. 
• UE database: considers 211 independent territories. 
• Data Hub database: considers 199 independent territories. 
• CSSE database considers 193 independent territories. 
• National databases from: Poland, France, Spain, Denmark, and USA 

consider just one country as are specific per country.  

 

 

Figure 47. Number of countries considered per DB 

 

This first sheet also provides two additional graphs which represents the last update date 
per database and the number of structural modifications that each database suffered since 
the project development started. 
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Figure 48. General analysis sheet graphs 

 

5.3.3.2 Worldwide evolution 

This sheet is focused on representing the general worldwide evolution represented in Figure 
49.  

The first graph provides a visualization on the cases evolution per database. This graph 
compares the four worldwide databases considered in the project. As it can be appreciated 
in the figure, the numbers reported per database in the same period are not equal which 
means that the understanding of the pandemic situation can vary depending on the data 
source used. 

The second graph represents the cases evolution per countries in the WHO database, there 
the top countries in positives cases can be appreciated, top leaded by USA, India, and 
Brazil.  
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Figure 49. Worldwide COVID evolution 

 

5.3.3.3 Worldwide evolution per database 

This sheet analyses more into detail the cases evolution per worldwide database trying to 
provide an explanation to the cases variation per database. One of the main reasons to 
have such variation between databases is due to the number of countries reported, this 
specific numbers are represented in the new four specific databases.  

Having a closer look to the charts obtained, can be explained the difference suffered in the 
CSSE database the 19th of February 2021, CSSE database considers the cases from 177 
countries which explains the variation respecting the other values which are more in line 
with the other databases.  
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Figure 50. Worldwide evolution per database 

 

5.3.3.4 Denmark Analysis 

To deep dive even more in the data and provide a specific case, the particular case of 
Denmark it is analyzed.  

The following databases are considered in the analysis:  

• Denmark COVID database: this database is a national database considered 
in the project which is reported numbers are going to be compared with the 
worldwide evolutions from other databases. For this example, was selected 
this database because keeps being updated daily. 

• CSSE Covid database and WHO database, these two worldwide databases 
were selected as from the four worldwide databases considered in the 
project are the ones still maintained and updated daily. 

The following graph represents the total number of cases registered for “Denmark” on each 
database. As observed in the graph there are slight differences on the numbers reported 
by each database.  
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Figure 51. Denmark COVID analysis 

To understand these discrepancies, a deeper analysis was implemented analyzing the raw 
data of each database. As the next figure shows, CSSE database considers as Denmark 
territory Greenland and Faroe Islands meanwhile WHO database considers Greenland and 
Faroe Islands as independent territories, which explain the differences between cases 
reported per database.  

As a negative point, even having a closer look to the raw data even if the biggest differences 
are already explained, there are still differences reported between the databases as seen 
for the 20th of June 2021. 
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Figure 52.  Raw data databases comparation for Denmark example 

To conclude this sub-chapter, the tests implemented to the prototype are fulfilling the 
expected results and providing visibility on the analysis implemented for the different 
databases.  

 

5.4 Lessons learned 

With the development of this prototype several challenges had to be faced which leads to 
some important guidance points to consider for future similar developments based on the 
learned experience of this project for each step of the development.  

• Database Analysis is a key process to be able to identify the databases 
suitable to the purpose of the project. It is recommended to check 
independently the official governmental organizations of the specific 
countries or Mondial organizations. In another hand GitHub is a great ally as 
provides a large amount of shared information and projects with similar 
purpose, helps to do not “reinvent the wheel”. 

• Database Selection is a very sensitive process; to select the right databases 
for a similar project the following questions needs to be performed about 
each database to ensure that the right databases are selected. 
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o It is a trusted source? It is important to ensure that the data source 
used is reliable, does not matter how good is the development if is 
not providing the right data. 

o How used is the database selected? If a database is intensively used 
it is less probable to suffer decommissioning apart of reconfirming 
the first question before placed. 

o Is the database updated on a frequent basis? As already 
experimented, COVID is not over and it is going to be part of people’s 
life from now on, therefore is important to ensure having databases 
that are going to be maintained also in the future. 

o Is the data shared and easily accessible? If the raw data is not shared 
or its extraction is very complex provides additional complexity which 
can be avoided in the project, considering the large number of 
possibilities in this case. 

o Does the database have the minimum data required for my project? 
The database needs to fulfill the data required for the purpose of the 
project as much as possible to avoid added complexity in the 
development. 

• Repository Model: depending on the purpose of the project, the model to use 
can vary, in any case the most important is to select a model in line with the 
results to provide, which is why in this case a structured model was selected, 
starting from a simple initial model which can be scalable and further 
developed allowing the prototype to grow.  

• Development: the flexibility of the language selected for the development is 
key. Is important to choose a development language which allows the 
implementation of all requirements being compatible with the extraction 
formats, database model, visualization etc.  

• Tests: perform tests in line with the objectives of the project trying to provide 
an interface a user friendly and adaptable interface. Is important to have a 
flexible implementation for further possible modifications as the 
requirements or the databases can vary with time.  
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Figure 53. Project step 

 

During this project, the main lesson learned is the mandatory adaptability. Having an 
adaptable project is a must while dealing with live data. The pandemic situation is in 
constant evolution and the project needs to adapt to it. During the project development 
several databases suffered structural changes which forced the project to be constantly 
readapted to the new databases structures, therefore the project methodology most 
recommended for similar projects is an Agile methodology. Agile methodology process 
provides a flexible process which considers several iterations to readapt the project to the 
new requirements and fit the objective.  

 

 

Figure 54. Agile methodology [43] 
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6 Budget 

The prototype implemented simulates the functionality of a COVID database repository 
which can be scalable to larger scopes with the adequate equipment. The budget required 
for this project is split in two different parts:  

• Material, equipment, and licenses: For the implementation of this prototype 
a Windows 10 system computer was used. For the development, open-
source systems were used, therefore there is no license additional costs, as 
the tableau license is free for the students the first year.  

o After the first year of open license for students the costs are 32 
€/month per license, the price varies according to the number of 
users involved. 

o Coworking open space table: around 400€ / month. 
• Service: This prototype was implemented by one qualified developer. 

Estimating that the time requested for this implementation is the equivalent 
to 15 ECTS (420 hours) where the minimum rate per hour for a qualified 
engineer is 20€/hours. 
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Figure 55. Project Budget 
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7 Conclusions & Project Improvements 

7.1 Conclusions 

ICTs are also focusing on supporting United Nations Suitable Developments Goals (SDGs) 
achievements. With the deployment of this project the SDG 3 can be supported. SGD 3 
refers to good health and well-being. As seen during the project manuscript, it is very 
important to have a stable and trustful data which gives to the end user the right confidence 
in the data analyzed for their decision making according to the results. With the correct use 
of the project deployed the right data source is identified for the decision making to end the 
pandemic situation 

A detailed analysis on the actual most used databases available was made, almost every 
country has its own solution put in place to track National or International COVID-19 
information. Nowadays, the different solutions in place are not always in line adding 
difficulties to find a reliable data source. After a deep analysis of the weak point already 
identified in the current solutions, the proposed prototype main purpose is to support in such 
critical and important activity of identifying the right database for the specific requirements. 
This project objective is to support identifying the most accurate database for the business 
purpose, by controlling their updates, structural changes, and results comparations. The 
main objectives agreed in the blueprint were fulfilled by the following implementation:  

• An automatic daily process that downloads, process and integrates the data 
coming from nine different databases in a common repository.  

• A process that analyses and stores the data updates, data structural 
modifications, data granularity comparatives graphics updated on real time 
connection to the data source. This process represents and compares data 
and analysis results per database to detect inconsistencies. 

• The project provides a user-friendly visualization to analyse and take 
decisions on the included databases. This visualization can also be used as 
a unique access point to all different databases integrated.  

To conclude, this project fulfilled all expected requirements and objectives, providing an 
added value to the current state and solutions in place. 
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From a personal perspective, this initiative provided me the opportunity to collaborate and 
support the integration of new technologies to our daily needs trying to better support the 
control of the pandemic.  

7.2 Project Improvements 

In terms of project improvements, the implementation created is an initial proposal built on 
a small scale which can be escalated to a real final implementation by considering the 
following actions proposed in the next sub-chapters. 

7.2.1 Transport the project from local to a real structure shared worldwide  

In order to place this prototype to a real situation some actions need to be performed.  

Currently the automatization script is initialized locally in windows as a recurrent task on a 
daily basis as already explained in the chapter 5. To switch to a real implementation, the 
initialization script needs to be improved by using a server programmed to start the process 
daily to the considered hour (Preferred hour, after 13pm hours, to ensure that all databases 
were already running and providing their las updates). 

Depending on the sensitivity of the data the server is recommended to be local or not, in 
this case COVID information is open source therefore having a cloud server is accurate for 
this implementation. In another hand, cloud servers count with strong firewalls to protect 
your data. Some of the most popular solutions are Google Cloud or AWS.   

In a further step creating a full migration of the project from local to a cloud solution using 
i.e. Google cloud or AWS provides the opportunity to benefit of large storage capacity and 
higher amount of instantaneous connections to your platform. 

7.2.2 Increase the project scope 

Increase the scope of the project by adding new databases to analyze. There are constantly 
appearing new databases which control additional information as for example: Vaccination 
process. 

This project is scalable, therefore provide the ability to grow and integrate new databases 
with the same scope of data or even being adapted to new type of databases. that provides 
complementary information.  

The scalability of this project is open it can be on a simply way just adding new databases 
to the already existing implementation as shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 56. Project scalability option1 

Another option, when the project grows on a higher scale and in order to provide an easier 
architecture management is to follow the architecture presented in the following figure. 
Figure 57 has dedicated data processing per scope and has a new layer denominated “data 
enrichment” where the compatibility between the different implementation and apply the 
common calculations for its posterior visualization.  

 

Figure 57. Project scalability Option2 

7.2.3  Project securitization 

Even if this project is using open data which is public and available for everybody, as already 
mentioned, ensuring providing the right data is key for the success of this project. As the 
admin figure in a live project is mandatory, it is very important to ensure a secured access 
for this sensitive user to the platform. The admin user has the capability to see the data as 
well as to modify it due to its extended rights. If this role access rights are hacked the data 
veracity is under risk of wrong data manipulation and therefore wrong figures provided to 
the end users.  
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7.2.4  New data processing tools integration 

The development of this project is a perfect base for further developments in several 
directions. The project can grow on the number of databases considered, but this project 
has also great possibilities to evaluate on the results obtained from the existing data.  

Nowadays, Big Data and AI solutions support to explore and understand the data from 
different perspectives providing additional use cases to the existing data. In this COVID 
repository large amount of COVID data is stored and available from a unique point of access 
which provides new opportunities for AI technique to obtain new functionalities from the 
data provided such as Predictive analysis from the already in place data.  Having predictive 
figures on how the pandemic situation can evaluate considering the different variables 
provides to the governmental institutions an additional value for decisions taking and 
prevention. This prototype provides a good baseline for such analysis and more. 
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Annex A. Detailed information from integrated databases  

This annex collects the detailed information from the nine external databases considered 
for the implementation of this prototype. As in this project is respected the original structure 
of each database the following sections are provides the current structure and fields 
descriptions per database as provided from the original source.  

UE Open Data worldwide 

This database collects worldwide COVID information published as open source shared into 
the official UE repository, the following link drives you to all detailed information shared in 
the specific project: 

https://data.europa.eu/data/datasets/covid-19-coronavirus-data-daily-up-to-14-december-
2020?locale=en 

The UE COVID page information is used for a lot of projects as it collects information from 
a large amount of certified data sources. This DB provides general COVID worldwide 
information, for this project the source of truth is coming from the following link: 

https://opendata.ecdc.europa.eu/covid19/casedistribution/csv 

This database publishes all information on a weekly basis informing about the worldwide 
COVID daily status, there is a unique massive file where the weekly updates are added and 
published. 

 The specific information found into this DB is detailed in the following table:  

Table 1. UE Open files COVID Database 

Column Type Description 

dateRep date Date reported,  

https://opendata.ecdc.europa.eu/covid19/casedistribution/csv
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day int day 

month int month 

year int year 

cases int number of positive cases in the country on 
the day 

deaths int number of deaths reported on the day 

countriesAndTerritories varchar Name of the country 

geoId varchar Geological Identification of the country 

countryterritoryCode varchar Country Code 

popData2019 decimal(10,0) Number of Country population in 2019 

continentExp varchar Country continent 

Cumulative_number_for_14
_days_of_COVID-
19_cases_per_100000 

decimal(10,0) Number of cases in the last 14 days per 
100k habitants 

 

 

Spain COVID Database 

This database collects detailed Spanish COVID information published as open source 
shared into an official COVID data publication in Spain (ISCIII), the following link drives you 
to all detailed information shared in the specific project: 

https://cnecovid.isciii.es/covid19/#documentaci%C3%B3n-y-datos 

 

This DB provides information on different granularity levels as well as historical information. 
For this project, the source of truth is coming from the following link: 

https://cnecovid.isciii.es/covid19/resources/casos_diag_ccaadecl.csv 

 

This database publishes all information on a daily basis providing detailed COVID status, 
there is a unique massive file where the daily updates are added and published. 

https://cnecovid.isciii.es/covid19/#documentaci%C3%B3n-y-datos
https://cnecovid.isciii.es/covid19/resources/casos_diag_ccaadecl.csv
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The specific information found into this DB is detailed in the following table:  

 

 

Table 2. Spain COVID Database detailed fields information 

Column Type Description 

ccaa_iso varchar ISO code of each autonomous community in 
Spain 

date date Publication date 

num_casos int Number of positive cases diagnosticated 
with COVID-19  

num_casos_prueba_pcr int Number of cases diagnosticated by a PCR 
test 

num_casos_prueba_test_ac int Number of cases diagnosticated by a fast 
anticorps test 

num_casos_prueba_ag int Number of the cases diagnosticated with a 
antigen detection 

num_casos_prueba_elisa int Number of cases with high resolution  
serological laboratory test 
(ELISA/ECLIA/CLIA) 

num_casos_prueba_desconocida int Number of possitive cases diagnosticated 
by a non diagnosticated test  

 

CSSE Worldwide Covid daily update 

 

This database collects worldwide COVID information published as open source shared into 
GitHub, the following link drives you to all detailed information shared in the specific project: 

https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19/tree/master/csse_covid_19_data#daily-
reports-csse_covid_19_daily_reports 

 

https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19/tree/master/csse_covid_19_data#daily-reports-csse_covid_19_daily_reports
https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19/tree/master/csse_covid_19_data#daily-reports-csse_covid_19_daily_reports
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The CSSE COVID page information is used for a lot of projects as it collects information 
from a large amount of certified data sources. In this project, the source of truth is coming 
from the following link: 

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-
19/master/csse_covid_19_data/csse_covid_19_daily_reports/(mm-dd-yyy).csv   

This database publishes all information on a daily basis informing about the worldwide 
COVID daily status, they publish a different daily file where “mm-dd-yyyy” represents the 
month, day and year that you want to extract. That means that to obtain historical data from 
this project, an automatization needs to be created to download day by day all data 
corresponding to each day. 

  

The specific information found into this DB is detailed in the following table:  

 

Table 3. CSSE COVID Database detailed fields information 

Field Type Field Description 

FIPS  US Only. Federal Information Processing Standards code 
that uniquely identifies counties within the USA. 

Admin2 Varchar County name. US only 

Province_State Varchar Province, state or dependency name. 

Country_Region Varchar Country, region or sovereignty name. The names of 
locations included on the Website correspond with the 
official designations used by the U.S. Department of State. 

Last_Update Date MM/DD/YYYY HH:mm:ss (24 hour format, in UTC). 

Lat Varchar Latitude Location Dot locations on the dashboard. All points 
(except for Australia) shown on the map are based on 
geographic centroids, and are not representative of a 
specific address, building or any location at a spatial scale 
finer than a province/state. Australian dots are located at the 
centroid of the largest city in each state. 

Long Varchar Longitude Location Dot locations on the dashboard. All 
points (except for Australia) shown on the map are based on 
geographic centroids, and are not representative of a 
specific address, building or any location at a spatial scale 

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19/master/csse_covid_19_data/csse_covid_19_daily_reports/01-01-2021.csv
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19/master/csse_covid_19_data/csse_covid_19_daily_reports/01-01-2021.csv
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finer than a province/state. Australian dots are located at the 
centroid of the largest city in each state. 

Confirmed Int Counts include confirmed and probable (where reported). 

Deaths Int Counts include confirmed and probable (where reported). 

Recovered Int Recovered cases are estimates based on local media 
reports, and state and local reporting when available, and 
therefore may be substantially lower than the true number. 
US state-level recovered cases are from COVID Tracking 
Project. 

Active Int Active cases = total cases - total recovered - total deaths. 

Incident_Rate Int Incidence Rate = cases per 100,000 persons. 

Case_Fatality_Ratio Int Case-Fatality Ratio (%) = Number recorded deaths / 
Number cases. 

 

US COVID tracking 

This database collects detailed US COVID information published as open source shared 
into an official COVID data store, the following link drives you to all detailed information 
shared in the specific project: 

https://covidtracking.com/data/api 

This database page information is used for a lot of projects as it collects information from a 
large amount of certified data sources in the US. This DB provides information on different 
granularity levels as well as historical information. For this project, the source of truth is 
coming from the following link: 

https://api.covidtracking.com/v1/states/current.csv 

This database publishes all information on a daily basis providing detailed US COVID daily 
status, there is a unique massive file where the daily updates are added and published. 

 The specific information found into this DB is detailed in the following table:  

 

Table 4. US COVID DB detailed fields information 

Field Type Field Description 

https://covidtracking.com/data/api
https://api.covidtracking.com/v1/states/current.csv
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checkTimeEt int Deprecated 

commercialScore int Deprecated 

dataQualityGrade string 

 

Data Quality Grade: The COVID Tracking Project grade of the 
completeness of the data reporting by a state. 

date int Date on which data was collected by The COVID Tracking 
Project. 

dateChecked string Deprecated 

dateModified string 

 

Deprecated, use lastUpdateEt instead 

death 

 

int 

 

Deaths (confirmed and probable): Total fatalities with 
confirmed OR probable COVID-19 case diagnosis (per the 
expanded CSTE case definition of April 5th, 2020 approved by 
the CDC). 

deathConfirmed int Deaths (confirmed): Total fatalities with confirmed COVID-19 
case diagnosis (per the expanded CSTE case definition of April 
5th, 2020 approved by the CDC).  

deathIncrease int New deaths: Daily increase in death, calculated from the 
previous day’s value. 

deathProbable int Deaths (probable):Total fatalities with probable COVID-19 
case diagnosis (per the expanded CSTE case definition of April 
5th, 2020 approved by the CDC). 

fips string FIPS code:State FIPS code 

grade 

 

hash 

 

hospitalized 

string 

 

string 

 

int 

Deprecated 

 

Deprecated - A hash of the current record. 

 

Deprecated 
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hospitalizedCumulati
ve 

int 

 

Cumulative hospitalized/Ever hospitalized: Total number of 
individuals who have ever been hospitalized with COVID-19 

hospitalizedCurrently int Currently hospitalized/Now hospitalized: Individuals who are 
currently hospitalized with COVID-19.  

hospitalizedIncrease int New total hospitalizations: Daily increase in 
hospitalizedCumulative, calculated from the previous day’s 
value. 

hospitalizedDischarg
ed 

int Number of total hospitalized persons discharged in the day 

inIcuCumulative int Cumulative in ICU/Ever in ICU: Total number of individuals who 
have ever been hospitalized in the Intensive Care Unit with 
COVID-19.  

inIcuCurrently int Currently in ICU/Now in ICU: Individuals who are currently 
hospitalized in the Intensive Care Unit with COVID-19.  

lastUpdateEt string Last Update (ET): Date and time in Eastern time the state or 
territory last updated the data. 

negative int Negative PCR tests (people): Total number of unique people 
with a completed PCR test that returns negative.  

negativeIncrease 

 

negativeRegularScor
e 

 

negativeScore 

int 

 

int 

 

int 

Deprecated 

Deprecated 

 

Deprecated 

negativeTestsAntibo
dy 

int Negative antibody tests (specimens): The total number of 
completed antibody tests that return negative as reported by 
the state or territory. 

negativeTestsPeople
Antibody 

int 

 

Negative antibody tests (people): The total number of unique 
people with completed antibody tests that return negative as 
reported by the state or territory. 
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negativeTestsViral int Negative PCR tests (specimens):  

Total number of completed PCR tests (or specimens tested) 
that return negative as reported by the state or territory. For 
states/territories that do not report this number directly, we 
compute it using one of several methods, depending on which 
data points the state provides. 

onVentilatorCumulati
ve 

int  Cumulative on ventilator/Ever on ventilator: Total number of 
individuals who have ever been hospitalized under advanced 
ventilation with COVID-19.  

onVentilatorCurrently int Currently on ventilator/Now on ventilator: Individuals who are 
currently hospitalized under advanced ventilation with COVID-
19. 

pending int Pending: Total number of viral tests that have not been 
completed as reported by the state or territory. 

posNeg int Deprecated 

positive int Cases (confirmed plus probable): Total number of confirmed 
plus probable cases of COVID-19 reported by the state or 
territory, ideally per the August 5, 2020 CSTE case definition.  

positiveCasesViral int Confirmed Cases: Total number of unique people with a 
positive PCR or other approved nucleic acid amplification test 
(NAAT), as reported by the state or territory.  

positiveIncrease int New cases: The daily increase in API field positive, which 
measures Cases (confirmed plus probable) calculated based 
on the previous day’s value. 

positiveScore int Deprecated 

positiveTestsAntibod
y 

int Positive antibody tests (specimens):Total number of completed 
antibody tests that return positive as reported by the state or 
territory. 

positiveTestsAntigen int Positive antigen tests (specimens): Total number of completed 
antigen tests that return positive as reported by the state or 
territory. 
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positiveTestsPeople
Antibody 

int Positive antibody tests (people): The total number of unique 
people with completed antibody tests that return positive as 
reported by the state or territory. 

positiveTestsPeople
Antigen 

int Positive antigen tests (people): Total number of unique people 
with a completed antigen test that returned positive as reported 
by the state or territory. 

positiveTestsViral int Positive PCR tests (specimens): Total number of completed 
PCR tests (or specimens tested) that return positive as 
reported by the state or territory.  

probableCases int Probable Cases: Total number of probable cases of COVID-19 
as reported by the state or territory, ideally per the August 5, 
2020 CSTE case definition. 

recovered int Recovered: Total number of people that are identified as 
recovered from COVID-19. States provide very disparate 
definitions on what constitutes a “recovered” COVID-19 case.  

score int Deprecated 

state string State (or territory): Two-letter abbreviation for the state or 
territory 

total int Deprecated 

totalTestEncountersV
iral 

int Total PCR tests (test encounters):  

Total number of people tested per day via PCR testing as 
reported by the state or territory.  

totalTestResults int Total test results: At the national level, this metric is a summary 
statistic which, because of the variation in test reporting 
methods, is at best an estimate of US viral (PCR) testing. 

totalTestResultsIncre
ase 

int New tests: Daily increase in totalTestResults, calculated from 
the previous day’s value. This calculation includes all the 
caveats associated with Total tests/totalTestResults, and we 
recommend against using it at the state/territory level. 
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totalTestResultsSour
ce 

string Indicates which field is being used for total test results. If it is 
posNeg, then it is calculated by adding all positive and negative 
values. 

totalTestsAntibody int Total antibody tests (specimens): Total number of completed 
antibody tests as reported by the state or territory. 

totalTestsAntigen int Total antigen tests (specimens): Total number of completed 
antigen tests, as reported by the state or territory. 

totalTestsPeopleAnti
body 

int Total antibody tests (people): The total number of unique 
people who have been tested at least once via antibody testing 
as reported by the state or territory. 

totalTestsPeopleAnti
gen 

int Total antigen tests (people): Total number of unique people 
who have been tested at least once via antigen testing, as 
reported by the state or territory. 

totalTestsPeopleViral int Total PCR tests (people): Total number of unique people tested 
at least once via PCR testing, as reported by the state or 
territory.  

totalTestsViral int Total PCR tests (specimens): Total number of PCR tests (or 
specimens tested) as reported by the state or territory.  

 

DataHub Covid  

This database collects worldwide COVID information published as open source shared into 
GitHub, the following link drives you to all detailed information shared in the specific project: 

 https://github.com/covid19datahub/COVID19 . 

The DataHub COVID page information is used for a lot of projects as it collects information 
from a large amount of certified data sources. This DB provides information on different 
granularity levels, for this project the source of truth is coming from the following link: 

https://storage.covid19datahub.io/data-1.csv 

This database publishes all information on a daily basis informing about the worldwide 
COVID daily status, there is a unique massive file where the daily updates are added and 
published. 

 The specific information found into this DB is detailed in the following table:  

 

https://github.com/covid19datahub/COVID19
https://storage.covid19datahub.io/data-1.csv
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Table 5. DataHub COVID DB detailed fields information 

Field Type Field Description 

id varchar Unique identifier 

date date Observation date 

deaths int Cumulative number of deaths 

confirmed int Cumulative number of confirmed cases 

tests int Cumulative number of tests 

vaccines int Cumulative number of people who have been 
vaccinated 

recovered int Cumulative number of patients released from 
hospitals or reported recovered 

hosp int Number of hospitalized patients on date 

icu int Number of hospitalized patients in ICUs on date 

vent int Number of patients requiring invasive ventilation 
on date 

population int Total population 

school_closing int 0: No measures - 1: Recommend closing - 2: 
Require closing (only some levels or categories, eg 
just high school, or just public schools - 3: Require 
closing all levels. 

workplace_closing int 0: No measures - 1: Recommend closing (or work 
from home) - 2: require closing for some sectors or 
categories of workers - 3: require closing (or work 
from home) all-but-essential workplaces (eg 
grocery stores, doctors) 

cancel_events int 0: No measures - 1: Recommend cancelling - 2: 
Require cancelling. 
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gatherings_restrictions int 0: No restrictions - 1: Restrictions on very large 
gatherings (the limit is above 1000 people) - 2: 
Restrictions on gatherings between 100-1000 
people - 3: Restrictions on gatherings between 10-
100 people - 4: Restrictions on gatherings of less 
than 10 people. 

transport_closing int 0: No measures - 1: Recommend closing (or 
significantly reduce volume/route/means of 
transport available) - 2: Require closing (or prohibit 
most citizens from using it). 

stay_home_restrictions int 0: No measures - 1: recommend not leaving house 
- 2: require not leaving house with exceptions for 
daily exercise, grocery shopping, and “essential” 
trips - 3: Require not leaving house with minimal 
exceptions (e.g. allowed to leave only once every 
few days, or only one person can leave at a time, 
etc.).  

internal_movement_rest
rictions 

int 0: No measures - 1: Recommend closing (or 
significantly reduce volume/route/means of 
transport) - 2: Require closing (or prohibit most 
people from using it).  

international_movement
_restrictions 

int 0: No measures - 1: Screening - 2: Quarantine 
arrivals from high-risk regions - 3: Ban on high-risk 
regions - 4: Total border closure. 

information_campaigns int 0: No COVID-19 public information campaign - 1: 
public officials urging caution about COVID-19 - 2: 
coordinated public information campaign (e.g. 
across traditional and social media).  

testing_policy int 0: No testing policy - 1: Only those who both (a) 
have symptoms AND (b) meet specific criteria (eg 
key workers, admitted to hospital, came into 
contact with a known case, returned from 
overseas) - 2: testing of anyone showing COVID-
19 symptoms - 3: open public testing (eg “drive 
through” testing available to asymptomatic 
people). 
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contact_tracing int 0: No contact tracing - 1: Limited contact tracing, 
not done for all cases - 2: Comprehensive contact 
tracing, done for all cases. 

stringency_index varchar Stringency of governmental responses.  

latitude varchar Latitude 

longitude varchar Longitude 

administrative_area_lev
el 

varchar Administrative area level 

administrative_area_lev
el_1 

varchar Administrative area of top level. 

administrative_area_lev
el_2 

varchar Administrative area of a lower level, usually states, 
regions or cantons. 

administrative_area_lev
el_3 

varchar Administrators are of a lower level, usually cities or 
municipalities. 

key varchar Identifier used in governmental data. 

key_alpha_2 varchar Two-letter code used in governmental data. 

key_numeric varchar Numeric code used in governmental data. 

key_google_mobility varchar Identifier used in Google Mobility Reports. 

key_apple_mobility varchar Identifier used in Apple Mobility Reports. 

 

 WHO COVID Dashboard 

Worldwide DB updated daily with general overview of the countries. BASIC DB 

This database collects worldwide COVID information published as open source from the 
WHO (World Health Organization) page. 

The WHO COVID page information has its own dashboard, but it also provides the 
opportunity to download locally the data shared. For this project the source of truth from this 
DB is coming from the following link: 
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https://covid19.who.int/WHO-COVID-19-global-table-data.csv 

This database publishes all information on a daily basis informing about the worldwide 
COVID daily status, there is no historic information, to create a historic of the data published 
you need to download this information on a daily basis. 

The specific information found into this DB is detailed in the following table:  

 

Table 6. WHO DB detailed fields information 

Field Type Field Description 

Name varchar Unique identifier 

WHO Region varchar Observation date 

Cases - cumulative total int Cumulative number of deaths 

Cases - cumulative total per 
100000 population 

int Cumulative number of confirmed cases 

Cases - newly reported in last 7 
days 

int Cumulative number of tests 

Cases - cumulative total per 
100000 population 

int Cumulative number of cases per 100000 
population 

Cases - newly reported in last 7 
days per 100000 population 

int Cumulative number of cases in the last 7 
days reported per 100000 population 

Cases - newly reported in last 
24 hours 

int Cumulative number of new cases reported in 
the last 24 hours 

Deaths - cumulative total int Cumulative number of deaths in total 

Deaths - cumulative total per 
100000 population 

int Cumulative number of deaths per 100000 
population 

Deaths - newly reported in last 
7 days 

int Cumulative number of deaths new reported 
in the last 7 days per 100000 population 

Deaths - newly reported in last 
7 days per 100000 population 

int Cumulative number of deaths in the last 7 
days reported per 100000 population 

https://covid19.who.int/WHO-COVID-19-global-table-data.csv
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Deaths - newly reported in last 
24 hours 

int Cumulative number of deaths newly reported 
in the last 24 hours 

Transmission Classification int Transmission classification type 

 

Denmark COVID DB  

This database collects specific COVID information from Denmark published as open source 
in GitHub. The following link drives to the original source of information used for this project:  

https://github.com/mok0/covid19-data-denmark 

From the original source is integrating the information coming from this link: 

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mok0/covid19-data-denmark/master/covid19-data-
denmark.csv 

This archive contains data from Statens Serum Institut (SSI), an institution under the 
auspices of the Danish Ministry of Health.  When the user accesses the link,automatically 
will visualize the data updated by the corresponding competences. This database publishes 
all information into a unique massive file.This database is updated on a daily basis adding 
the new information to the already existing file.  

The specific information found into this DB is detailed in the file “covid19-data-denmark.csv” 
following table:  

 

Table 7. Denmark DB detailed fields information 

Field Type Field Description 

day int days since Monday 2020-02-24, the first day 
of the week where the first COVID-19 cases 
were first recorded in Denmark. 

date date The date in ISO 8601 format. 

tests_accum int Accumulated number of performed tests. 
This data was not provided before 2020-05-
15. 

tests_today int Tests reported on this date. This data was 
not provided before 2020-05-16. 

https://github.com/mok0/covid19-data-denmark
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mok0/covid19-data-denmark/master/covid19-data-denmark.csv
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mok0/covid19-data-denmark/master/covid19-data-denmark.csv
https://en.ssi.dk/about-us
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tested_accum int Accumulated number of tested persons. 
Daily updates to this data was not provided 
before 2020-03-02, the total of all tested 
persons before that (358) are recorded on 
this day. 

tested_today int Persons tested on this day. 

infected_accum int Accumulated number of confirmed cases 

infected_today int Number of infected patients confirmed on 
this date. 

dead_accum int Accumulated number of deaths associated 
with the COVID-19 pandemic. 

dead_today int Number of persons reported dead on this 
date 

recovered_accum int Accumulated number of recoveries 

recovered_today int Persons reported recovered on this date. 

active int Active cases. Computed per day using this 
formula: infected_accum - recovered_accum 
- dead_accum 

hospitalized_now int Number of patients currently hospitalized 

hospitalized_change int Change in hospitalizations since the day 
before 

hospitalized_admitted int Newly admitted patients. 

icu_now int Number of patients currently in Intensive 
Care Units 

icu_change int Change of ICU patients since the day before 

respirator_now int Number of patients currently in ventilators. 
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respirator_change int Change in number of patients in ventilators 
since the day before. 

 

Note: The data from the date 2021-03-10 contains errors in the numbers. On this date, SSI 
began pooling antigen and PCR data from private test centres to the official ones, and 
apparently an error was made. This is extremely bad, since there are many consumers of 
the data published by SSI, and that data is now tainted, since we don't know how many 
patients appear two or more times in the statistics. 

France COVID DB  

This database collects specific COVID information from France published as open source 
in GitHub. The following link drives to the original source of information used for this project:  

https://github.com/opencovid19-fr/data 

From the original source is integrating the information coming from this link: 

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/opencovid19-fr/data/master/dist/chiffres-cles.csv 

When the user accesses the link,automatically will visualize the data updated by the 
corresponding competences. This database publishes all information into a unique massive 
file.This database is updated on a daily basis adding the new information to the already 
existing file.  

The specific information found into this DB is detailed in the following table:  

 

Table 8. : France DB detailed fields information 

Field Type Field Description 

casConfirmes  int cumulative total of the number of confirmed 
cases 

deces  int cumulative total of the number of deaths 

decesEhpad  int cumulative total of the number of EHPAD 
deaths (if indicated) 

hospitalises int number of people hospitalized on the day of 
the bulletin 

reanimation int number of people in intensive care on the day 
of the report 

https://github.com/opencovid19-fr/data
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/opencovid19-fr/data/master/dist/chiffres-cles.csv
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gueris  int cumulative total of the number of people 
cured (hospital discharges) 

depistes  int cumulative total of the number of people 
screened (tested by PCR) 

casConfirmes  int cumulative total number of confirmed cases 
worldwide 

gueris  int cumulative total number of cases cured 
worldwide 

deces  int cumulative total of the number of deaths 
worldwide 

paysTouches  int number of countries affected 

hospitalisesConventionnelle  int when the bulletin indicates patients in 
conventional hospitalization 

hospitalisesReadaptation  int patients "in follow-up care and rehabilitation" 
(be careful, this is not resuscitation) 

hospitalisesAuxUrgences  int patients "in emergency care" 

capaciteLitsReanimation  int  capacity of resuscitation beds (equipped 
with respirators) 

capaciteLitsSoinsContinus  int capacity of continuing care beds * 

capaciteLitsSoinsIntensifs  int capacity of intensive care beds 

 

* The CCUs (Continuing Care Units) are intended to take care of “patients who require, 
because of the seriousness of their condition or the treatment applied to them, clinical 
observation (including close monitoring of vital parameters) and repeated and methodical 
biological treatment''. 

Poland COVID DB  

This database collects specific COVID information from Poland published as open source 
in GitHub. The following link drives to the original source of information used for this project:  

https://github.com/dtandev/coronavirus 

https://github.com/dtandev/coronavirus
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From the original source it was selected the following specific information:  

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dtandev/coronavirus/master/data/CoronavirusPL%20-
%20General.csv 

When the user accesses the link, automatically will visualize the data updated by the 
corresponding competences. This database publishes all information into a unique massive 
file. 

This DB is already obsolete as it has not been maintained since the end of June 2020 and 
is used in the prototype as an example of obsolete dataset.  

The specific information found into this DB is detailed in the following table:  

 

Table 9. Poland DB detailed fields information 

Field Type Field Description 

Timestamp date publication date 

Confirmed int number of confirmed cases 

Deaths int number of deaths 

Recovered int number of recovered cases 

In_the_hospital int number of patients in the 
hospital 

In_quarantine int number of people in 
quarantine 

Under_medical_supervision int number of patients under 
medical supervision 

Number_of_tests_carried_o
ut 

int number of tests carried in the 
day  

 

 

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dtandev/coronavirus/master/data/CoronavirusPL%20-%20General.csv
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dtandev/coronavirus/master/data/CoronavirusPL%20-%20General.csv
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Annex B. Databases behavior analysis tables 

This Annex is explaining the additional implemented tables which are fulfilled with the 
calculated data to control the databases updates, structural changes, granularity, etc..  

Databases classification 

Next table collects basic information about all databases considered in the project.  

 

Table 10. Databases classification table fields details 

Field Type Field Description 

DB ID Varchar Database ID assigned to each database 
analysed in the project 

DB Name Varchar Database long name per each database 
used in the project  

DB Granularity Varchar Database classification according to the 
data provided per database, there are two 
possible groups: Detailed database and 
General database depending on the 
information provided.  

DB Scope Varchar Provides informaiton about the scope in 
the data per each one of the databases. 
(National international) for example: 
Worldwide 

Countries in Scope Int Provides the average number of countries 
that each database reports information 
from in the period analyzed. 

Num Columns Int Informs about the number of columns 
available in the database 

Freq Update Varchar Informs about the theoretical update 
frequency, for example: Daily 
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DB Update Type Varchar Describes the type of database in terms of 
update. The databases can be provided 
into two different groups: Massive (where 
massive means a unique file where further 
data is added on the estimated frequency) 
or Daily (when daily means that each day 
has a specific file) 

 

Structural modifications table 

This table collects all structural modifications suffered per database since the project started 
collecting data.  

 

Table 11. Structural modification table fields details 

Field Type Field Description 

DB ID Varchar Database ID that suffered the structural 
modification 

Date Date Date when the structural modification was 
detected 

Structural Modification boolean Field which informs about the structural 
modification  

 

Databases updates analysis 

This table collects the date when each database is being update successfully, please 
consider that to have a successful update and therefore an entry into this table, the 
database needs to be updated therefore new data provided. If a database is not maintained 
anymore even if the daily automatization starts the process on the specific database as 
there are no new data to integrate in the repository the update process is not considered as 
successful therefore is not updated the table.  

 

Table 12. Database update tracking table fields description 

Field Type Field Description 

DB ID Varchar Database Id that was successfully updated 
Last Extraction Dat Date Date when the automatization runs for the 

update 
Last Data Update Date Date of the last data introduced in the 

database. 
 

 

 


